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17 ABSTRACT: Internal water molecules play an active role in ligand uptake
18 regulation, since displacement of retained water molecules from protein
19 surfaces or cavities by incoming ligands can promote favorable or disfavorable
20 effects over the global binding process. Detection of these water molecules by
21 X-ray crystallography is difficult given their positional disorder and low
22 occupancy. In this work, we employ a combination of molecular dynamics
23 simulations and ligand rebinding over a broad time range to shed light into the
24 role of water molecules in ligand migration and binding. Computational
25 studies on the unliganded structure of the thermostable truncated hemoglobin
26 from Thermobif ida fusca (Tf-trHbO) show that a water molecule is in the vicinity of the iron heme, stabilized by WG8 with the
27 assistance of YCD1, exerting a steric hindrance for binding of an exogenous ligand. Mutation of WG8 to F results in a
28 significantly lower stabilization of this water molecule and in subtle dynamical structural changes that favor ligand binding, as
29 observed experimentally. Water is absent from the fully hydrophobic distal cavity of the triple mutant YB10F-YCD1F-WG8F
30 (3F), due to the lack of residues capable of stabilizing it nearby the heme. In agreement with these effects on the barriers for
31 ligand rebinding, over 97% of the photodissociated ligands are rebound within a few nanoseconds in the 3F mutant case. Our
32 results demonstrate the specific involvement of water molecules in shaping the energetic barriers for ligand migration and
33 binding.

1. INTRODUCTION

34 It is widely accepted that water molecules play an active role in
35 biomolecular recognition due to the partial desolvation of the
36 ligand as well as of the region of the receptor involved in the
37 ligand recognition process, a fact that often involves rearrange-
38 ment of water molecules close to the active site.1−5 Association
39 processes between biomolecules immersed in an aqueous
40 solvent require water reorganization in the contact surface.
41 Reorganization in the solvation structure of the two binding
42 partners leads to subtle changes in the water hydrogen-bonding
43 network6 that may have direct consequences over the whole
44 binding process, especially when water molecules are
45 embedded in a ligand-recognition cavity.7,8 Solvent can be
46 absent, transiently present in nonpolar cavities, or exchange

47between the bulk solvent and polar hydrated cavities.9 In the
48latter case, the displacement of retained water molecules from
49protein surfaces or cavities by incoming ligands can promote
50favorable or disfavorable effects over the global binding process,
51depending on physicochemical properties of the biomolecular
52surfaces and cavities system. In this context, we have chosen a
53representative example, a small and well-characterized
54protein10−13 in order to study the water influence on small
55ligand migration pathways from bulk solvent to protein matrix:
56the truncated hemoglobin of Thermobif ida fusca (Tf-trHbO), a
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57 small heme protein assigned to a distinct phylogenetic group
58 within the globin superfamily.14,15 The primary structure of
59 trHbs is normally 20−40 residues shorter than mammalian
60 Hbs, with shortened or missing α helices and modified loops.16

61 The trHb family can be divided into three groups, termed I, II,
62 and III (indicated by N, O, and P suffixes, respectively15).
63 Although biochemical and physiological observations suggested
64 scavenging activities toward NO,17 sulfide,18 or oxygen reactive
65 species,19,20 the functional role of these proteins is still unclear.
66 The Tf-trHbO is the first identified thermostable group O
67 trHb.10 The active site is characterized by the invariant Fe−
68 histidine covalent link on the proximal side, and by a highly
69 polar distal environment in which WG8, YCD1, and YB10
70 provide three potential H-bond donors in the distal cavity to
71 stabilize incoming ligands. WG8 and YCD1 were indeed found
72 to be involved in the stabilization of exogenous ligands, namely,
73 sulfide18 and fluoride21 in the ferric state, and CO in the ferrous
74 state.11

75 Laser flash photolysis studies on Tf-trHbO showed that a
76 rapid geminate recombination occurs with a time constant of 2
77 ns representing almost 60% of the overall reaction. This phase
78 is followed by a small amplitude geminate recombination
79 occurring around 100 ns, and a bimolecular rebinding phase
80 extending to the millisecond time range.12 Similarly, kinetic
81 investigations on related trHbs showed the presence of an
82 efficient and fast geminate recombination in the picosecond−
83 nanosecond time scale.13,22−25

84 Experimental and theoretical investigations have shown the
85 presence of water molecules in the distal pocket, in close
86 contact with YB10, for the liganded structure of Tf-trHbO.11

87 The presence of solvent in the binding pocket, although not
88 coordinated to the active site, may impose kinetic barriers to
89 ligand binding, due to the need to exchange water molecules for
90 the ligand, as was previously reported by Olson and co-workers
91 for myoglobin26 and Ouellet et al. in the trHbN of
92 Mycobacterium tuberculosis.27

93 Recent computational studies revealed that the native fold of
94 wild type (wt) Tf-trHbO exhibits a highly polar primary docking
95 site defined mainly by three polar amino acids WG8, YCD1,
96 and YB10,10 which is connected through a branched pathway
97 with the solvent.12 CO rebinding kinetics to wt Tf-trHbO was
98 collected from the picoseconds to the milliseconds time scale
99 and described using a model which took into account ligand
100 migration through the dynamic system of tunnels.12,28 On the
101 basis of the so-far accumulated information, Tf-trHbO appears
102 to be a well-characterized model to study through a
103 combination of experimental and theoretical approaches that
104 allow a detailed understanding of the water molecules’ influence
105 on the binding process.
106 Starting from the identified reaction scheme for CO
107 rebinding kinetics in wt Tf-trHbO,12 here, we focus on the
108 consequences for kinetics, that mutation of distal site amino
109 acids brings about. A thorough characterization of CO
110 rebinding after laser photolysis, extending from 1 ps to 0.1 s,
111 exposes the effects on free energy barriers for ligand binding
112 and migration processes. To understand the structural and
113 dynamical basis for the observed changes, we have employed
114 two computational approaches based on unliganded protein
115 molecular dynamics (MD) simulations: (i) analysis of the
116 ligand migration free energy barriers along the tunnel that
117 connects the solvent with protein matrix and (ii) probabilistic
118 characterization of specific space regions, located inside the
119 distal pocket, and harboring water molecules that potentially

120affect the global binding process. In the first place, the
121connection between the bulk solvent and the distal pocket is
122characterized by the presence of transient or permanent gates
123through which the dynamics of the protein allows water
124molecules to enter the pocket. In the second place, we have
125focused on the water molecules present in the distal pocket. In
126view of their specific interactions with distal site amino acids,
127the effects of mutation of WG8 to F were thoroughly analyzed.
128Furthermore, a triple mutant (WG8F, YCD1F, YB10F or
129merely 3F) where all polar interactions in the distal pocket are
130removed, was also considered in order to obtain a complete
131description of different polar cavities that enhance the water
132influence understanding.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
1332.1. Computational Modeling. 2.1.1. Setup of the
134Systems and Simulation Parameters. The starting structure
135corresponds to the Tf-trHbO crystal structure (PDB entry
1362BMM) as determined by Bonamore et al.10 Amino acid
137protonation states were assumed to correspond to physiological
138pH; all solvent exposed His were protonated at the N-δ delta
139atom, as well as HisF8, which is coordinated to the heme iron.
140The system was immersed in a pre-equilibrated octahedral box
141of 10 Å in radius with 4912 TIP3P water molecules using the
142tLEaP module of the AMBER12 package.29 All used residue
143parameters correspond to the parm99 Amber force field30

144except for the heme, which corresponds to those developed31

145and widely used in several heme-protein studies.32−38 The
146charges and parameters for Fe(II) heme were determined by a
147standard procedure: partial charges were computed using the
148restricted electrostatic potential (RESP) recipe and DFT
149electronic structure calculations with the PBE functional and
1506-31 G** basis sets. The calculation has been performed in the
151high-spin (HS) state. Equilibrium distances and angles, as well
152as force constants, were computed using the same methods and
153basis set used for computed charges. All simulations were
154performed using periodic boundary conditions with a 9 Å cutoff
155and particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation method for
156treating the electrostatic interactions. The hydrogen bond
157lengths were kept at their equilibrium distance by using the
158SHAKE algorithm, while temperature and pressure were kept
159constant with a Langevin thermostat and barostat, respectively,
160as implemented in the AMBER12 program.29 The equilibration
161protocol consisted of (i) slowly heating the whole system from
1620 to 300 K for 20 ps at constant volume, with harmonic
163restraints of 80 kcal per mol A2 for all Cα atoms and (ii)
164pressure equilibration of the entire system simulated for 1 ns at
165300 K with the same restrained atoms. After these two steps, an
166unconstrained 100 ns molecular dynamics (MD) long
167simulation at constant temperature (300 K) was performed.
168In silico mutant proteins, i.e., single mutant (WG8F) and
169triple mutant (YB10F-YCD1F-WG8F), were built starting from
170the same crystal structure as described above and mutated then
171using the tLEaP module of the AMBER12 package.29 These
172mutant structures were equilibrated and simulated using the
173same protocol as that used for the wt form.
1742.1.2. Analysis of the Ligand Migration Free Energy in
175Wild Type, Single and Triple Mutants of Tf-trHbO. The free
176energy for the CO migration process inside the protein tunnel/
177cavity system was computed by the Implicit Ligand Sampling
178(ILS) approach that uses computed MD simulation in the
179absence of the ligand and incorporates it afterward.39 This
180method was thoroughly tested for heme proteins.40 ILS
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181 calculations were performed in a rectangular grid (0.5 Å
182 resolution) that includes the whole simulation box (i.e., protein
183 and the solvent); the probe used was a CO molecule.
184 Calculations were performed on 5000 frames taken from the
185 last 90 ns of simulation time. The values for grid size,
186 resolution, and frame numbers were thoroughly tested in a
187 previous work.40 Analysis of the ILS data was performed using
188 an ad hoc Fortran-90 program available upon request.40 Besides
189 this, the POcket Volume MEasurer program (POVME)41 was
190 used to estimate cavity system volume of each protein form.
191 2.1.3. Definition, Identification, and Characterization of
192 Water Sites (WSs). WSs correspond to specific regions,
193 adjacent to the protein region of interest, harboring a water
194 molecule with a probability value higher than that of a water
195 molecule surrounded by the bulk environment. As shown in
196 our previous works,42−44 these regions can be readily identified
197 by computing the probability of finding a water molecule inside
198 the correspondingly defined region during an explicit solvent
199 MD simulation. The region volume used to identify the WS is
200 arbitrarily set to 1 Å3, and the WS center coordinates
201 correspond to the average position of all the water oxygen
202 atoms that visit the WS along the simulation. A water molecule
203 is considered as occupying that WS as soon as the distance
204 between the position of its oxygen atom and the WS center
205 value is less than 0.6 Å. Once identified, for all putative WSs, we
206 compute the following parameters:

207 (i) The water finding probability (WFP), corresponding to
208 the probability of finding a water molecule in the region
209 defined by the WS (using the arbitrary volume value of 1
210 Å3) and normalized with respect to the bulk solvent
211 probability to harboring a water molecule in a sphere of
212 the same volume at the corresponding temperature and
213 pressure values; thus, WFP is actually used as a cutoff
214 value to decide which putative WSs are considered for
215 further characterization. Hence, only WSs with WFPs
216 values greater than 2 are retained.
217 (ii) The potential energy associated with the interaction of
218 water molecules inside the WS with the protein and the
219 rest of the solvent was computed, as well as the sum of
220 Lennard-Jones 12-6 dispersion−repulsion term and a
221 Coulombic electrostatic contribution along the MD
222 simulation.

223 The computed contributions between the water located
224 inside the WS and either the protein (Ep) or the other solvent
225 molecules (Ew) were calculated taking into account the
226 interaction to a cutoff distance of 8 Å, which has already
227 been shown to yield reasonably converged results.42 For each
228 WS, the mean interaction energies <Ex> were computed along
229 the last 90 ns of the simulation. Total mean interaction energies
230 <Et> of a water molecule inside the WS were then computed, as
231 well as the standard error for all averages, being less than 0.01
232 kcal/mol.
233 2.2. Protein Expression and Purification. The acidic
234 surface variant of Tf-trHbO was expressed and purified as
235 described previously.10,18 This engineered protein has shown a
236 high recombinant expression level in soluble form and was
237 obtained by mutating the surface-exposed residues F107 and
238 R91 to E that remain exposed to the solvent, thus leaving the
239 overall protein structure unchanged, without affecting thermo-
240 stability or ligand binding properties. Therefore, ASV (in the
241 following, referred to as wt Tf-trHbO) was taken as an
242 engineered scaffold of the wt protein for subsequent site-

243directed mutagenesis studies on the relevant residues of the
244distal heme pocket. In particular, our study included one single
245and triple mutants in which the polar distal amino acids
246[YB10(54), YCD1(67), and WG8(119)] were replaced with F
247residues. Two distal mutants of ASV were studied, namely,
248WG8F and YB10F-YCD1F-WG8F or merely 3F. The CO-
249adduct of the protein was prepared by adding a small amount
250(<10 mM) of sodium dithionite in the ferric protein solution at
251pH 7.2 under a CO atmosphere.
2522.3. Femtosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy
253(TAS). The experimental setup was described previously.45,46

254Briefly, it is based on an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system
255delivering pulses with a time duration of ∼100 fs. The output
256was frequency doubled for exciting the sample at 400 nm
257(pump energy = 0.5 μJ/pulse), while the time evolution of the
258excited protein was monitored by a second spectrally broad
259UV−visible pulse, the white continuum probe pulse, generated
260by focusing the fundamental beam on a calcium fluoride plate.
261The probe pulse is delayed with respect to the pump by means
262of a suitable optical line that allows scanning a time interval up
263to 2 ns after excitation. The repetition rate of the laser system
264was set at 100 Hz, and the sample was kept under continuous
265stirring by means of a small magnet inside the cuvette (path
266length = 2 mm). All the measurements were carried out by
267setting the relative pump−probe polarization at the magic angle
268(54, 7°). The detection system consists of two linear CCD
269arrays (Hamamatsu S8377-256Q), coupled to a spectrograph
270(Jobin Yvon CP 140-1824) and controlled by a homemade
271front-end circuit. The signals were fed into a simultaneous
272analog-to-digital conversion board (Adlink DAQ2010), and
273data were acquired by means of a LabVIEW written computer
274program. At each delay time, the transient absorption spectrum,
275from 410 nm up to 620 nm, was taken performing a pump−
276probe sequence of 900 shots. By repeating the sequence as a
277function of the pump−probe delay, we were able to obtain the
278dynamical evolution of the transient absorbance ΔA(λ, t).
279Kinetics extracted at different wavelengths were fitted with a
280multiexponential response function, convoluted with a
281Gaussian instrumental function (fwhm = 160 fs). Furthermore,
282global analysis47 of kinetics recorded in the whole probed
283spectral range was applied. A sequential model was used to
284extract the spectral features of interest, associated with each
285transient.
2862.4. Nanosecond Flash Photolysis (LFP). The laser setup
287was described previously.48 Photolysis was achieved by a
288frequency doubled (532 nm, 12 ns) nanosecond Nd:YAG laser
289(Spectron), and absorbance changes were monitored at 435
290nm. Typically, 100 traces at a 0.5 Hz repetition rate were
291averaged to yield a single transient trace. Time-resolved spectra
292were acquired as described.48 The sample holder is accurately
293temperature-controlled with a Peltier element (Flash100,
294Quantum Northwest, Inc.), allowing a temperature stability
295better than 0.1 °C. The concentration of the protein was ∼30
296μM.
297 s1The minimal model sketched in Scheme 1 was used to
298describe the rebinding kinetics. Numerical solutions to the set
299of coupled differential equations corresponding to Scheme 1
300were determined by using the function ODE15s within Matlab
3017.0 (The MathWorks, Inc.). Fitting of the numerical solution to
302experimental data (and optimization of microscopic rate
303constants) was obtained with a Matlab version of the
304optimization package Minuit (CERN).
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305 Time-resolved difference spectra were analyzed by Singular
306 Value Decomposition (SVD),48 using MATLAB (The Math-
307 works, Inc., Natick, MA). Most of the higher-order components
308 of the SVD contain no real spectral information and correspond
309 to noise with a random time dependence. A first criterion for
310 the selection of usable components is the magnitude of the
311 singular values, the higher values being the meaningful ones.
312 The selected components can be further screened by evaluating
313 the autocorrelations of the corresponding columns of U and V
314 and rejecting the component if either autocorrelation falls
315 below 0.8.49 An additional procedure to increase the S/N ratio
316 of the spectra and remove fluctuations of the baseline was
317 applied, as described by Eaton and co-workers.50

3. RESULTS
318 3.1. CO Rebinding Kinetics. Taking advantage of the
319 methodology developed for the wt protein,12 which proved
320 capable of characterizing the ligand rebinding kinetics over a
321 temporal dynamics spanning more than 10 orders of
322 magnitude, we have studied CO rebinding kinetics to WG8F
323 and 3F Tf-trHbO by merging data obtained by transient
324 absorption spectroscopy (TAS; ps to 2 ns) and laser flash
325 photolysis (LFP; 20 ns to 100 ms).
326 TAS spectra of the CO complexes of the two mutant

f1 327 proteins (Figure 1A,B) appear very similar. Upon excitation in
328 the Soret band, a strong bleach signal (B) at 420 nm and a very
329 broad excited-state absorption (ESA) band appear in less than
330 ∼200 fs, our instrumental response function. In the red region
331 of the probed spectral range, bleaching signals of the Q bands
332 can be recognized with a very weak and broad ESA band at
333 around 580 nm. As has been observed for wt Tf-trHbO,12 the
334 sharp positive band at ∼435 nm in the transient spectra arises
335 from the ground-state absorption of the pentacoordinated
336 species (5c) and not from an excited state; for this reason, it is
337 commonly referred to as the antibleaching (AB) band.51 Figure
338 1C,D shows the kinetic profiles extracted at 420 nm (B
339 maximum) and at 435 nm (AB maximum) for the WG8F and
340 3F mutants, along with the fits using multiexponential decay
341 functions. The amplitudes and the time constants of the

t1 342 exponential decays are reported in Table 1.
343 The decay associated spectra (DAS) obtained by globally
344 analyzing all the kinetic profiles are shown in the Supporting
345 Information (Figure S1). The time constants well reproduce
346 those obtained from the single-wavelength kinetic fits, reported
347 in Table 1.
348 The spectral shapes and the time constants of the two faster
349 transients observed for the CO complexes of WG8F and 3F Tf-
350 trHbO nicely match the transients observed after excitation of

3515c-wt Tf-trHbO, thus showing that these two transients arise
352from excited-state relaxation of the heme and do not reflect
353geminate recombination.12

354Importantly, the spectral component associated with the
355slower time constant (400 ps for WG8F and 700−800 ps for 3F
356Tf-trHbO) resembles the properly scaled steady-state absorp-
357tion difference spectrum (5c-trHb − CO-Tf-trHbO) for the
358thermally equilibrated ground-state protein. The intensity of
359these transient signals decreases in time, indicating the
360occurrence of geminate recombination.
361For both mutants, the scaling factor applied to the static
362difference spectrum necessary for matching transient data gives
363an estimate of the molar fraction of photodissociated 5c-form,
364i.e., the initial photoproduct. Under our experimental
365conditions, we found values of 0.12 for WG8F and 0.16 for
3663F Tf-trHbO. At the end of the probed time window (∼2 ns), a
367residual absorbance change remains for both WG8F and 3F
368mutants, accounting for about 20% of the initial unliganded
369concentration.
370The CO rebinding kinetics following nanosecond laser
371photolysis was recorded as a function of CO concentration and
372temperature and is reported as fraction of unliganded hemes
373versus time after photolysis in the Supporting Information
374(Figure S2). For both mutants, the rebinding curve is
375dominated by a large geminate recombination, which is
376unaffected by CO concentration and increases upon lowering
377temperature. The amplitudes and the rates of geminate
378rebinding for both mutants are larger than the one elicited by
379the wt protein. A bimolecular phase, with rate dependent on
380CO concentration, then follows on the millisecond time scale.
381Time-resolved absorption spectra measured after nano-
382second laser photolysis do not sense relevant conformational
383relaxations following CO photodissociation (see Figure S3,
384Supporting Information). The SVD analysis of time-resolved
385differential absorption spectra collected after nanosecond
386photolysis yields only one significant spectral component,
387superimposable to the spectral difference between CO-Tf-
388trHbO and 5c-Tf-trHbO. This demonstrates that single
389wavelength kinetics in LFP tracks the ligand rebinding kinetics.

Scheme 1. Extended Minimal Reaction Scheme for the
Observed CO Rebinding Kineticsa

a(trHb: CO)1 and (trHb: CO)2 indicate, respectively, the primary and
secondary docking sites for the photodissociated CO inside the distal
pocket along the exit (entry) pathway to (from) the solvent, while
(trHb: CO)3 represents a reaction intermediate with CO in a
temporary docking site accessible from the distal site. For the wt
protein, two static conformations are differing in the rate constants
kc,o−1, k

c,o
2, and kc,o−2.

Figure 1. Transient absorption spectra of the CO complexes of WG8F
(A) and 3F Tf-trHbO mutants (B) excited at 400 nm with
femtosecond laser pulses at 20 °C. The spectra are shown at selected
delay times: 0.2 ps (black), 1 ps (red), 10 ps (green), 100 ps (blue),
and 1 ns (cyan). Kinetic profiles at single wavelength for WG8F (C)
and 3F Tf-trHbO mutants (D). Solid red lines are the results of the
fitting to a multiexponential decay. Parameters obtained from the
fittings are reported in Table 1.
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390 Following the merging procedure of the kinetics acquired
391 with TAS and LFP detailed in our previous work,12 we built
392 progress curves for CO binding to WG8F and 3F Tf-trHbO
393 extending from a few picoseconds to several hundred

f2 394 milliseconds (Figure 2). For comparison, in the same plot,

395 we have also reported the progress curve for wt Tf-trHbO. For
396 both mutants, the geminate rebinding is faster than that for wt
397 Tf-trHbO and has larger amplitude. In particular, photo-
398 dissociated CO molecules rebind geminately to WG8F with the
399 highest rate constant. The amplitude of the geminate rebinding
400 phase, estimated from the residual absorbance at ∼1 μs, is 97%
401 in 3F and 94% in WG8F, in contrast with the value of 63%
402 observed for wt Tf-trHbO.
403 As observed for wt Tf-trHbO, unimolecular processes show
404 kinetic features that extend well beyond the picosecond time
405 scale. This fact suggests that photodissociated ligands may
406 migrate to transient docking sites located farther from the distal
407 pocket. From a comparison between the signals on the
408 nanosecond time scale, migration to secondary docking sites
409 appears to be more favored in the WG8F and 3F mutants than
410 in the wt protein.
411 The complete time courses of the rebinding kinetics were
412 analyzed using the microscopic model reported in Scheme 1,
413 which was derived for the wt protein and is supported by MD

414simulations explained in the following sections.12 Rebinding
415curves were modeled by optimizing the rate constants in
416 t2f3Scheme 1. The fitted parameters are reported in Table 2. Figure

417 f33 shows selected fitting curves (at T = 20 °C and CO = 0.1
418atm) for WG8F and 3F Tf-trHbO and also reports the time
419courses of the reaction intermediates, determined through the
420fitting procedure. From the temperature dependence of the
421microscopic rate constants, we determined the free energy
422 t3barriers associated with each reaction step, reported in Table 3.

Table 1. Amplitudes and Lifetimes Obtained by Fitting the Time Course of Absorbance Changes at the B (420 nm) and AB
(435 nm) Maxima in the TASa Data for WG8F and 3F Tf-trHbO at 20 °Cb

WG8F 5c-wt 3F

420 nm 435 nm 455 nm 420 nm 435 nm

A1 −0.08 −0.06 −0.05 −0.06 −0.03
τ1 (ps) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.5
A2 −0.034 0.013 0.042 0.015 0.001
τ2 (ps) 4 ± 1 11 ± 3 5.5 ± 0.7 4 ± 1 10 ± 3
A3 −0.047 0.036 −0.064 0.036
τ3 (ps) 600 ± 200 470 ± 70 700 ± 200 800 ± 100
A −0.016 0.010 −0.021 0.011

aTransient absorption spectroscopy. bParameters obtained from the fitting of the signal measured at 455 nm for the unliganded (5-c) wt Tf-trHbO
are also reported.

Figure 2. Merged rebinding curves measured with TAS and LFP
experiments for wt (green), WG8F (blue), and 3F (red) Tf-trHbO
mutants. Data are displayed as a fraction of the unliganded protein
(N(t) = ΔA(t)/ΔA(t0), where t0 is the time at which geminate
rebinding begins after excited-state relaxation) as a function of the
delay time after excitation. The LFP kinetic traces in the first 20 ns are
affected by the instrumental function and are accordingly omitted in
the plots. CO rebinding kinetics were measured in solution
equilibrated with 1 (open circles) and 0.1 (filled circles) atm CO. T
= 20 °C; λ = 436 nm. The range between 2 and 20 ns is not accessible
to either technique used in this work.

Table 2. Microscopic Rate Constants Determined from the
Global Fit of the ps−ms Entire Time Course (at 1 and 0.1
atm CO) of CO Rebinding Kinetics to wt Tf-trHbO, WG8F
Tf-trHbO, and 3F Tf-trHbO at 20 °C

wt WG8F 3F

k−1 (10
8 s−1) 3.0 ± 0.1 20.0 ± 0.6 11.5 ± 0.3

kc (10
8 s−1) 1.9 ± 0.1 6.6 ± 0.3 6.5 ± 0.3

k−c (10
6 s−1) 2.0 ± 0.2 84 ± 8 200 ± 20

kd (10
7 s−1) 3 ± 1 8 ± 2 8 ± 2

k−d (10
6 s−1) 6 ± 1 9 ± 1 230 ± 40

kc2 (10
7 s−1) 3.9 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1

kc−2 (10
6 M−1 s−1) 3.0 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 0.6

ko2 (10
7 s−1) 9 ± 4

ko−2 (10
7 M−1 s−1) 7 ± 3

Figure 3. Results of global analysis of the complete course of CO
binding kinetics to single mutant WG8F (blue circles) and triple
mutant 3F Tf-trHbO (red circles) at T = 20 °C and 0.1 atm CO. The
fits (cyan lines) are superimposed to the experimental data (circles). In
the figure, we have also reported the time course of the other relevant
species in Scheme 1: (trHb: CO)1 (black), (trHb: CO)2 (red), (trHb:
CO)3 (blue), (trHb) (green). Solid lines, single mutant WG8F; dotted
lines, 3F mutant.
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423 3.2. Molecular Basis of Global Binding Process. The
424 strikingly peculiar kinetic profiles and the associated
425 thermodynamical characterization of microscopic rate constants
426 in mutant proteins, presented in the previous section, prompted
427 us to investigate the dynamical behavior of internal cavities and
428 water molecules inside wt, WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO, using MD
429 simulations. Analysis of solvent molecules occupancy in the
430 distal site environment, mainly determined by the dynamics of
431 H-bonds with distal residues, reveals different occupancy
432 degrees, or different probability values to find a water molecule
433 in a particular position inside the ligand-recognition cavity. In
434 this context, solvent molecules occupancy degrees are shown in

f4 435 Figure 4 for wt, WG8F, and 3F mutant forms. Particularly,
436 Figure 4A shows that three water molecules are strongly
437 stabilized by H-bond interactions in the wt protein, with a
438 highly defined position (see water sites WS1, WS2, and WS3).
439 Analysis of the simulations reveals that WG8 is the main
440 responsible for water stabilization in WS1, with the assistance of
441 YCD1. On the other hand, in the absence of WG8 (WG8F and
442 3F Tf-trHbO), WS1 becomes less stabilized since solvent
443 molecules lack a very important H-bond donor. Only YCD1
444 partially retains a stabilizing role for the water molecules of
445 WS1 in the WG8F mutant (Figure 4B). For the 3F mutant, all
446 polar interactions in the distal pocket are lost (Figure 4C).
447 Regarding the latter mutant, it is important to emphasize that
448 the situation on the distal pocket could be quite different
449 depending on the oxidation state of the iron heme. In 3F Tf-

450trHbO, we have previously described a water molecule
451coordinated to heme iron in the ferric state, and stabilized by
452interactions with additional solvent molecules.52

453Because of the fact that the heme iron is in the ferrous state
454when the CO is bound, we assume that, when CO is
455photodissociated, the Fe remains in the same oxidation state.
456In the absence of the exogenous ligand, the position normally
457occupied by CO could be taken by those solvent molecules that
458are close to the distal pocket as was previously, and these
459molecules are markedly different since, for the Fe(II) state, no
460solvent molecules are coordinated to the metal. In this case,
461solvent molecules are only weakly stabilized by other water
462molecules that come temporarily in contact with them inside
463the distal cavity. Another issue that should be considered is that
464the distal residues’ environment needs a small structural
465rearrangement after CO dissociation to achieve the equilibrium
466deoxy state. We assume that a picosecond−nanosecond time
467scale is completely enough to acquire the minimum structural
468rearrangements on the distal pocket and the subsequent water
469entry to identified WSs, based on the following: (i) only small
470side chain rearrangements of distal residues are required, and
471(ii) it is entirely feasible in this small time range that water
472molecules enter to WSs considering that they are in close
473proximity to thedistal pocket on the CO-bound heme state, as
474was previously reported by Droghetti et al.11 From MD
475simulations, it is also possible to obtain thermodynamic
476information on the studied systems, as detailed above in the

Table 3. Activationa Enthalpies (ΔH#, kcal mol−1), Entropies (ΔS#, cal mol−1 K−1), and Free Energies at 20 °C (ΔG#, kcal
mol−1) Determined from the Global Fit of the Overall ps−ms Time Course (at 1 and 0.1 atm CO) of CO Rebinding Kinetics to
wt, WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO

wt WG8F 3F

ΔS# ΔH# ΔG# ΔS# ΔH# ΔG# ΔS# ΔH# ΔG#

k−1 −19.7 ± 0.1 5.8 ± 0.1 −15.9 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1 −16.9 ± 0.1 4.9 ± 0.1
kc −20.6 ± 0.1 6.0 ± 0.1 −18.16 ± 0.02 5.3 ± 0.1 −18.1 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 0.1
k−c −29.6 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.1 −22.19 ± 0.05 6.5 ± 0.1 −20.6 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1
kd −24.3 ± 0.1 7.1 ± 0.1 −22.2 ± 0.1 6.5 ± 0.2 −22.3 ± 0.1 6.5 ± 0.1
k−d −26.7 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.4 14 ± 9 12 ± 2 8 ± 5 −18.8 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 5.9 ± 0.1
kc2 −11 ± 3 4 ± 1 7 ± 3 −6 ± 1 5.5 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.5 −0.5 ± 5 8 ± 1 8 ± 3
kc−2 33 ± 3 18 ± 1 8 ± 3 21 ± 5 14 ± 1 8 ± 3 19 ± 12 13 ± 4 8 ± 7
ko2 6 ± 5 8 ± 1 6 ± 4
ko−2 47 ± 13 20 ± 3 6 ± 10

aActivation enthalpies ΔH# and entropies ΔS# were estimated from the linear Eyring plots for each rate constant ki in the temperature range of 10−
30 °C, according to the equation: ln(hki/kBT) = ΔS#/R − ΔH#/RT, where R is the gas constant, h is Planck’s constant, and kB is Boltzmann constant.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of WSs surrounding the heme group. WSs are depicted as balls from high probability to low probability on a blue
to red color scale. Panels A, B, and C show results for wt, WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO, respectively.
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477 Experimental Section. Water molecules in WS1 show stronger
478 interactions for the wt protein in comparison to those observed
479 for the investigated mutants. The electrostatic interaction
480 energy is roughly 8.0 kcal/mol more negative for wt than for
481 WG8F Tf-trHbO and 16.0 kcal/mol than for the 3F mutant.
482 On the other hand, the Lennard-Jones interaction energy is less
483 favorable in wt Tf-trHbO than in the two mutant proteins. This
484 can be rationalized by considering that the WG8F and 3F
485 mutants have less bulky residues and, therefore, impose a
486 smaller steric hindrance in the distal cavity. However, this
487 energy contribution (2.1 kcal/mol in wt, 0.5 kcal/mol in
488 WG8F, and −1.6 kcal/mol in 3F Tf-trHbO) is not enough to
489 overcome the favorable electrostatic stabilization due to the
490 presence of polar groups capable of interacting and establishing
491 H-bonds with waters molecules. Thus, the overall interaction
492 energy is more favorable for wt (−14.8 kcal/mol) than for
493 WG8F (−8.5 kcal/mol) or 3F Tf-trHbO (−2.6 kcal/mol).
494 Finally, we computed the water finding probability (WFP)
495 that reflects the relative probability to find a water molecule
496 inside the WS in comparison to the bulk solvent. In accordance
497 with energetic and structural analysis, the WFP approach shows
498 that the probability of finding a water molecule near the iron
499 atom of the heme group in the distal pocket is larger for wt Tf-
500 trHbO than for the mutant proteins, the WFP values being
501 19.2, 11.6, and 2.5 for wt, WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO,
502 respectively.
503 Less-stabilized water molecules in the distal pocket site will
504 be more easily displaced and leave room for incoming CO

505molecules. This finding perfectly fits with the picture emerging
506from CO rebinding curves. For the investigated mutants, the
507geminate phase is larger in both amplitude and rate than for the
508wt protein (see Figure 2). Accordingly, data by MD simulations
509show that water molecules inside the distal pocket are less
510retained in the mutants than in the wt form.
511Rebinding curves shown in Figure 2 for the mutant proteins
512display different bimolecular recombination phases, which arise
513from two main sequential events, following the diffusion limited
514encounter of the protein and the diatomic ligand. The ligand
515needs to re-enter from the bulk solvent into the protein matrix,
516going through the on-pathway tunnel and the distal pocket.
517The ligand will eventually encounter a free energy barrier
518imposed by the presence of water molecules in the distal site.
519On the basis of our modeling, this barrier is expected to be
520different for wt and mutant proteins.
521The first barrier, encountered by ligands when they diffuse
522through the tunnel that connects the distal pocket with the
523solvent, is expected to be strongly coupled with protein
524dynamics and the internal cavities.
525The ILS computational method40 was employed to analyze
526the ligand pathway that connects cavities in wt, WG8F, and 3F
527mutant proteins, and determine the dynamical accessibility of
528the distal pocket. POVME software41 was used also to estimate
529the volume of each cavity system. In all cases, three main
530cavities were identified, (trHb: CO)1, (trHb: CO)2, and (trHb:
531CO)3. Their overall average volume computed along 90 ns
532trajectories is roughly the same in wt (134 Å3) and WG8F (137

Figure 5. Schematic representations of the heme distal residues and the tunnel and cavity system estimated with ILS for WG8F (A), 3F (B), and wt
(c) Tf-trHbO. In (A), a conformational equilibrium between two conformations is shown, which accounts for the barrier encountered by the ligand
along the exit pathways. Estimated volume of each tunnel is also shown.
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533 Å3), whereas, for 3F Tf-trHbO, the volume is slightly larger,
f5 534 being around 149 Å3. Figure 5 shows the dynamical pathways

535 sampled by MD simulations and detected by ILS calculations
536 for the studied proteins. A thorough analysis of the simulations
537 including ILS results show that, for the WG8F mutant samples,
538 there are two conformational states that we will call I and II,
539 depicted in Figure 5A. During the time scale of our simulations,
540 the population of the two conformations was evenly sampled.
541 Conformation I presents a cavity system that remains very
542 similar to the one observed for the wt protein (Figure 5C), but
543 the connection between cavities seems to be slightly different.
544 Conformation II implies a rearrangement of the distal site in
545 which YCD1 is able to form a H-bond network together with
546 RE10, YB10, and the heme group. In this conformation, the
547 (trHb: CO)2 cavity becomes smaller and roughly 3 Å closer to
548 the distal pocket (trHb: CO)1, due to partial and transient
549 tunnel and cavity breakage. To quantify the contribution of
550 mutated residues to the activation free energy barriers along the
551 tunnel and cavity system shown in Figure 5, the corresponding

f6 552 free energy profiles for CO migration shown in Figure 6 were

553 determined. The free energy was set to a value of 0 at 9 Å from
554 the Fe atom, where CO ligand is fully solvated. The profiles do
555 not present significant barrier for CO entry into the (trHb:
556 CO)2 cavity through the tunnel. A small barrier is encountered
557 to reach the (trHb: CO)1 cavity, with almost negligible changes
558 between proteins when the free energy at ∼5 Å from the heme
559 iron is considered. The free energy well at ∼2 Å corresponds to
560 the primary docking site, which is a polar cavity in wt and a
561 quite apolar cavity in 3F Tf-trHbO. An appreciable difference is
562 observed regarding the depth of this free energy well, where the
563 CO ligand is just above the iron heme center for bond
564 formation. It is interesting to note that, for conformation II of
565 3F Tf-trHbO, a clear variation in the free energy profile toward
566 (trHb: CO)2 can be observed. As was explained before, this is a
567 consequence of a rearrangement of the distal site in which
568 (trHb: CO)2 becomes smaller. Similar free energy barriers seem
569 to separate the primary docking site and (trHb: CO)3, WG8F
570 Tf-trHbO showing the lowest one. The associated energetic

571minimum in the (trHb: CO)1 cavity of WG8F protein is the
572highest in energy, because WG8, the main polar residue
573responsible for ligand stabilization, is lost.

4. DISCUSSION

574The presence of water molecules in the distal pocket was
575previously evidenced in the liganded structure of Tf-trHbO.10

576The large entropic barrier to solvent entry has to be overcome
577by favorable internal electrostatic interactions with polar amino
578acids. According to MD simulation of the wt protein presented
579in this work, a water molecule enters into the active site via the
580typical “E7 gate” found in myoglobin and hemoglobin53,54 and
581remains in intimate contact with YB10 near the E7 position.
582Although only one water molecule remains in the active site of
583the protein at any given time, solvent molecules are dynamically
584exchanged between bulk solvent and distal pocket.11 A H-
585bonding network involving the heme 7-propionyl group, two
586water molecules, and YB10 was also evident in the X-ray crystal
587structure.10 In two recent works, the influence of water
588molecules in the distal pocket in ligand rebinding on trHbs N
589and O from Mycobacterium tuberculosis25,27 (Mt-trHbN and Mt-
590trHbO) has been previously studied. In both cases, this
591influence is analyzed by means of performing simulations with
592and without the presence of these key water molecules. The
593latter case gives insight only at short time scales, since, at longer
594time scales, water molecules are supposed to equilibrate and
595enter the distal cavity if this is thermodynamically favored. The
596first work reports results for wt and selected apolar mutants of
597Mt-trHbN. Simulations of the deoxy protein with and without a
598key water molecule show that its presence affects significantly
599the ligand rebinding. More recently, Jasaitis et al.25 reported
600results of MD simulations ofMt-trHbO in the ferrous state with
601a free CO in the distal cavity. The authors have performed
602simulations with the water molecules present in the X-ray initial
603structure, as well as an additional simulation deleting these
604water molecules. The large differences observed by the authors
605in the two situations reinforce our conclusion of the key role of
606water molecules in ligand migration. Even if there is a difference
607in the simulation design, since, in our case, we focus on the
608water equilibrated state instead of performing simulations with
609and without structural water molecules, the main conclusion of
610both works reinforce the key role of water molecules in ligand
611rebinding. MD simulations on the unliganded structures of Tf-
612trHbO presented in this work provide clear evidence that the
613distal pocket hosts water molecules that form stable
614interactions with the side chain of WG8 and YCD1. Although
615none of these water molecules are coordinated to the heme Fe,
616their position would clearly clash with a bound diatomic ligand.
617Hence, CO ligand coordination by the heme requires that the
618water molecule at WS1 is displaced. This process is expected to
619impose a detectable free energy barrier. The clearly more
620favorable interaction energy between water and the distal
621pocket residues for wt Tf-trHbO (−14.8 kcal/mol vs −8.5 kcal/
622mol for WG8F and −2.6 kcal/mol for 3F Tf-trHbO) suggests
623that the barrier for binding should be higher for the wt protein
624than for mutants in which WG8 is replaced by a residue that
625cannot provide a H-bond to the water molecule.
626A simple comparison between the picosecond geminate
627rebinding to wt, WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO (Figure 2 and Table
6282) confirms that rebinding to wt Tf-trHbO occurs with the
629longest apparent time constant, i.e., with the largest energy
630barrier. The time constant decreases when WG8 is removed

Figure 6. Free energy profiles along the connection between solvent
and (trHb: CO)2, (trHb: CO)1, and (trHb: CO)3 cavities. The results
for wt, the two conformations for WG8F, and 3F Tf-trHbO are
depicted in green, blue, and red lines, respectively. Circles represent
calculated free energy values with the ILS method, and lines
correspond to a fitting estimation on these calculated values. The x
coordinate is defined by the Fe−CO distance through the pathway.
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631 and then slightly increases when additional F residues are
632 introduced at CD1 and B10 positions.
633 This qualitative trend is confirmed when quantitative analysis
634 is performed with the microscopic model in Scheme 1. Table 2
635 shows that k−1 undergoes a 7-fold increase when WG8 is
636 mutated to F, associated with an ∼1 kcal/mol decrease in the
637 corresponding free energy barrier (Table 3).
638 We attempted to detect the presence of water molecules in
639 the distal pocket through their effects on the spectral shape in
640 the Q absorption bands. Recent spectrokinetic studies on
641 myoglobin demonstrated that it is possible to detect the
642 presence of disordered water molecules in the distal pocket
643 through small, yet appreciable, spectral shifts in the Q
644 absorption bands.7,55 However, due to a too low S/N ratio,
645 SVD analysis of the TAS data in the Q-band region only
646 afforded a main spectral component, with the characteristic
647 shape of the CO-Tf-trHbO minus 5c-Tf-trHbO spectrum. An
648 additional minor spectral component, which could be attributed
649 to solvation effects in the distal pocket, was evident only for the
650 wt protein and not for the mutated proteins. Unfortunately, this
651 component did not meet the statistical validation criteria.
652 Although this may be taken as a hint that water molecules may
653 be detectable only for the wt protein, in agreement with MD
654 results, the quality of the present data prevents a final
655 assessment. Future improvements in the quality of the data
656 may allow reaching a more conclusive analysis of these spectral
657 effects.
658 It should be mentioned that, unlike in the nano- to
659 microsecond time range, a further complication in the short
660 picoseconds arises from the strong overlap of the ESA bands
661 with the Q-band region, potentially sensing solvation effects
662 through very small spectral changes. Given the too low signal-
663 to-noise ratio in our data, these small contributions may be
664 obscured by the overwhelmingly higher intensity of the ESA
665 bands.
666 The geminate phase is further modulated by the presence of
667 migration to secondary docking sites, from which ligands can
668 either access the solvent and escape or return to the distal
669 pocket and are rebound at later times. Whereas forward rates
670 (kc and kd) toward cavities show a modest increase for WG8F
671 and 3F mutants, the reverse rate constants (k−c and k−d)
672 undergo a rather large (∼100 fold) increase. This increase is
673 qualitatively matched by the free energy barriers for these
674 elementary processes (Table 3) as well as by the free energy
675 profiles for ligand migration (Figure 6). A complete
676 quantitative agreement is not straightforward to obtain in
677 view of (i) the limited experimental sensitivity of the
678 experimental data in some of the relevant time ranges, (ii)
679 the limitations of the theoretical estimate of the energetic
680 profiles, and (iii) the possible role in the modulation of the
681 barriers played by the different levels of stabilization of water
682 molecules.
683 A second source of modulation of the free energy barriers for
684 ligand migration is the connection between cavities. For the
685 WG8F mutant in conformation II (Figure 5A), the (trHb:
686 CO)2 cavity becomes 3 Å closer to the primary site (trHb:
687 CO)1 than in the wt protein, thus enhancing the
688 communication between them, but resulting in a narrower
689 passage toward the solvent. In contrast, the second
690 conformation of WG8F (conformation I in Figure 5A) displays
691 an open connection to the solvent, thus allowing exchange of
692 the ligand with the exterior of the protein.

693The free energy profiles estimated by ILS (Figure 6) do not
694show any significant barrier for CO entry from the bulk solvent
695into the tunnel of the three studied proteins. Further inside the
696protein, a small barrier is encountered to reach the (trHb:
697CO)1 cavity, which is only marginally affected by the studied
698mutations. Instead, an appreciable difference is observed in the
699depth of the free energy well associated with the (trHb: CO)1
700cavity. The loss of WG8, the main polar residue responsible for
701ligand stabilization, results in a higher energetic minimum. ILS
702also demonstrates that a distinct energy profile is observed for
703the second conformation of WG8F Tf-trHbO, for which the
704rearrangement of the distal site results in a smaller size of the
705(trHb: CO)2 cavity. Although the different energetic barriers
706along the migration pathway between the solvent and the distal
707cavity suggest that exit to, and rebinding from, the solvent may
708occur with two distinct rates, no such heterogeneity was evident
709in the bimolecular phase of the rebinding kinetics. This may be
710due to the fact that the two conformers are in equilibrium on a
711much faster time scale than the one probed by the bimolecular
712rebinding. Thus, the retrieved rate constants (Table 2) and free
713energies (Table 3) reflect average values for the two
714conformations.
715Comparison of the ILS free energy barriers between the
716primary docking site and the (trHb: CO)3 cavity suggests
717similar values for the three proteins, a fact that is also observed
718experimentally. The barriers for the reverse reaction, (trHb:
719CO)3 → (trHb: CO)1, are instead affected by mutations, with
7203F Tf-trHbO being the lowest one, although the experimental
721values for 3F Tf-trHbO are admittedly affected by large errors.
722According to the data in Figure 6, the barriers for the process
723(trHb: CO)1 → (trHb: CO)3 are generally smaller than those
724for (trHb: CO)1 → (trHb: CO)2, which would lead to
725preferential escape of photodissociated ligands to (trHb: CO)3
726than (trHb: CO)2, thus contributing to the large geminate
727recombination observed experimentally. Nevertheless, the
728estimates of the barriers from experimental data do not provide
729a similar clear-cut distinction between the barriers associated
730with the two paths. Experiments tracking directly the infrared
731absorption of the migrating ligand may be able to assist in a
732better determination of these parameters.
733An additional source of modulation in the rate constants k−1
734can be tracked to the size of the cavity system. In the 3F Tf-
735trHbO mutant, the cavity shows the largest volume; hence, the
736conformational space that can sample the CO molecule is the
737largest, resulting in a higher entropy of the system. This may
738also account for a slight stabilization of the ligand in the cavity
739system, which would then explain the slower rebinding
740observed for this mutant in comparison with the WG8F
741mutant. Consistently, the entropic barrier estimated for k−1 is
742by 1 kcal/mol smaller for 3F Tf-trHbO than for WG8F Tf-
743trHbO.
744Recent computational results have put forward the idea that
745phenylanine residues may play a relevant role in modulating
746CO migration.56−58 Using a revised force field, the stacking
747interaction between CO and the phenylalanine side chain was
748found to lead to persistence of CO nearby the phenyl rings of
749F33, F43, and F46 in myoglobin.59 Although it may not be the
750sole source of the slower rebinding rate k−1 to 3F Tf-trHbO, the
751presence of three phenyl rings in the distal cavity may reinforce
752the stabilization coming from the larger size of the cavity.
753A key issue connected to the lack of any possible polar
754interactions in the distal pocket is that solvent molecules are
755not stabilized. Hence, due to the absence of the three mutated
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756 residues, it is plausible to observe in mutant proteins a
757 significant decrease of kinetic barriers between cavities and no
758 thermodynamic barriers for solvent molecules stabilized at
759 primary docking site.

5. CONCLUSIONS

760 The presence of water molecules coordinated to distal site
761 amino acids modulates ligand binding, as evidenced by the
762 barrier of the innermost step in the rebinding kinetics to Tf-
763 trHbO. Mutation of the amino acids involved in the
764 stabilization of water molecules in the distal site results in
765 drastic reduction in this barrier. Ligand exchange between the
766 binding site and the solvent is further tuned by a dynamic
767 system of cavities with branched on-pathway and off-pathway
768 temporary docking sites. These integrated studies exploit
769 molecular dynamics simulations and ligand binding kinetics
770 to provide insight into functional roles of solvent, otherwise
771 difficult to obtain.
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